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Abstract

The problem of pricing in finance industry is growing in computational complexity

due to demands for self-managing (autonomic), high-speed and real-time solutions

for complex mathematical problems such as option pricing. In current option trading

scenario, determining a fair price for options "any time" and "any-where" has

become vital yet dfficult computational problem. In this study, we have designed,

implemented, and developed the architecture for pricing options on-Iine using a

hand-held device that is J2ME-based, mobile computing-enabled, and is assisted by

web mining tools. In our architecture, the client is a MIDP user interface, and the

back end servlet runs on a stand-alone server bound to a known port address. In

addition, the server uses table-mining techniques to mine real-time data from
reliable web sources upon the mobile investor's directive. The server performs all

computations required for pricing options since mobile devices have limited battery

power, Iow bandwidth, and low memory.

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies that facilitate the mobile-

enabled-investor to compute the price of an option (using couple of different

techniques such as binomial lattice, and finite differencing technique) in ubiquitous

fashion (everywhere). In addition, we can incorporate any of the latest pricing

(numerical) technique to our architecture, seamlessly. This architecture aims at

providing the investor with various computational techniques to avail (to provide

results from approximate to accurate results) while on-the-go. In addition, our

architecture provides value-added services such as healthy bids, risk free zone, and

favored stocks in the form of tables and graphs. Moreover, the user has an option of

personalizing the computed results to his/her wireless device or retrieve

from backend compute seruer and hence can make important and effective trading

decisions that wiII ensure higher returns on investments in option trading.
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We provide sample results from couple of case studies for options written on

technology (blue chip) stocks. Without loss of generality, we claim that our

architecture autonomically computes the option prices except for the user

intervention at the start and at the end of the pricing process. However, by setting

the user preferences apriori on variety of options, our architecture can self-manage

in computing the price of options, inform the user continuously, and can even made

to decide for the user.

Keywords: Options, Option Pricing, Servlet, Table Mining, J2ME

Categories & Subject Descriptors: Option Trading: Option Pricing, Web

Mining- Text Mining, Mobile Computing- Interface Design
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CHAPTER ]. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

trntroduction

This thesis addresses the study of mobile technology and computational finance

combined with Internet mining for successful trading that would pave way for

effective investments for better profitability and higher returns on investments in

option trading. In effect, this study combines e-commerce and e-finance with the

modern mobile technology to create M-business environment. Option pricing forms

a fundamental objective and backbone of financial risk management and decision-

making solutions. Active trading takes place either at the trading floor or through

computers with instructions from investors or investment managers. However, once

an investor steps away from the workplace, the investor encounters problems of

interrupted trading, as the required information is no longer available. In such cases,

investors have to rely on the data provided by some source (such as electronic board

display). If the investor is away from the building, he/she has to be in continuous

touch with some other sources such as a broker to get some basic information about

the market to analyze the market behaviour. However, the information provided by
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

intermediary brokerage firms is generally inadequate especially in the case of

computing the option values.

Over the last decade, sophisticated financial instruments called derivative

securities have become increasingly important in financial markets. Futures and

Options are the most common type of derivatives and both are actively traded on

many exchanges. The current research focuses only on the option pricing and

therefore, the discussion of futures and other derivatives is beyond the scope of

this thesis.

1.1 Motivation of V/AMAN

The purpose of this thesis is to design and develop a novel software a¡chitecture

that enables an active investor to price options on-line using various

computational techniques. The motivation of this study stems from the objective

of enabling an investor to remain in continuous touch with the ever-changing

market while on-the-move.

In pricing options, every investor must understand the possible future trends of an

underlying asset and the potential for speculation and hedging. In the derivative

market, accuracy and ability to respond quickly and ubiquitously to the

fluctuating market is extremely important for every active investor. Therefore, to

achieve ubiquity in option trading we need an infrastructure, which will enable

the trader to avail various computational techniques for accurate and immediate

results. This can accelerate decision-making process. The mobile technology is

riding a new wave of business innovation. The use of mobile technology for e-

12



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

business and decision-making strategy is slowly changing the dialogue between

investors and traders on the floor of a stock exchange into M-business deals.

In this study, our focus is on three major issues to achieve ubiquity in derivative

markets: (i) mobile commerce aspects in derivative markets (particularly fînancial

options) (ii) computational techniques used to price options. (iii) mining a real-

time finance data from web sources. We have incorporated all these issues to

provide a value-added, any time/any-where service to the trader on the go. We use

the terms ubiquitous and pervasive interchangeably in this thesis.

The architecture developed in this study works successfully for both the intended

scenarios: (i) short-range wireless connectivity with PDA and (ii) enabling wide-

range connectivity using J2ME-enabled mobile devices [48]. It is easy to make

our architecture more effective by parallelizing the computational problem at

hand.

1..2 Challenges of Thesis

Fundamental challenges to design this software architecture for ubiquitous option

trading are from three different scientific domains: (i) option trading, (ii) web

mining, and (iii) mobile computing. Every domain has its own challenges for its

functionality. We list the challenges that we faced to build the architecture and

our solution to each of the respective challenges and thereby my contribution to

the emerging business scenario:

Computational issues: (i) option pricing by itself is a computationally intensive

problem; (ii) parameters required for computing option price are continuously

13



CHAPTER ]. INTRODUCTION

changing due to market fluctuations. In such a situation, accurate results wili

depend heavily on appropriate use of current market conditions; (iii) configuring

and implementing the existing computational algorithms and handling multiple

traders simultaneously and remotely is a challenging task.

Solution and Contributions: we have implemented couple of computational

techniques (binomial tree method and finite-differencing technique) maintaining

accuracy to a larger extent. Higher accuracy can be obtained by introducing

appropriate new technique (when and if available or developed) in this module of

our architecture. This is described in Chapter 2

Challenges in Web Mining: mining real-time finance data from reliable web

sources and forwarding the observed results.

Solution and Contribution: Rules for single dimensional and two-dimensional

tables are employed that are simple yet significant for this research. Related work

is described in Chapter 4 and solution strategy is described in Chapter 5.

Challenges in mobile computing: (i) designing and building mobile rrading

terminal for computing option price any time and anywhere is one of the main

challenging components of the current research; (ii) as the architecture depends

heavily on real time data access, network connectivity and security between

mobile client and back end server remain an important issue.

Solution and Contribution: To handle these issues we have employed iterative

secured-flow-design-approach for building screen logic and layout design of the

Mobile interfaces. In addition, to provide additional security to wireless devices,

we employed lightweight API called "Bouncy Castle". This is described in

I4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5.

The main essence of this framework lies in its novelty, which stems from three

different domains to enable the mobile trader to compute the price of an option in

pervasive fashion, which is an important advancement in option trading

application. Hence, this is one of the first studies that facilitate the service of

option pricing on-the-go.

1, "3 Advancing towards Autonomic

Computing

Before addressing the automation of a particular problem, we might have to

consider several issues, for example, true need for automation of that problem in

the real world situations, possibility of risk factors, security issues, profitability,

reliable infrastructure, etc. If so, does option trading need any automation or self-

managing system? To answer this question we will elucidate the need for

autonomic computing in option trading in the following paragraph.

Major stock exchanges trade options. Ever since the option market started,

volume of trade has increased significantly. In most cases, investors participate or

involve in trading activity via electronic trading board or through a brokerage

firm. As in case when investor cannot reach the exchange while he/she is on the

move, a brokerage firm can take the orders over the phone based on their personal

account information. In option trading, accuracy and ability to respond quickly to

the fluctuating market is vital for every active investor. There are many

underlying factors that option investor has to remember before helshe takes any

15



CHAPTER ]. INTRODUCTION

then describe our overall ubiquitous software architecture design

option pricing in Chapter 5. We discuss computational results

scenarios in Chapter 6 and conclusions and future work in Chapter 7.

17
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Chapter 2

Background V/ork in Finance

Computation

In this Chapter, we introduce some vocabulary relevant to the current study with a

motivation for Mobile-Pricing (M-pricing) in option trading. In addition, we explain

the fundamental working principles of the computational techniques that we are using

for this thesis.

2.I Terminology

Some of the technical terms from the area of option pricing [1] are described in this

section. An option is a security that gives its owner the right without creating any

obligation to trade-in a fixed number of shares of a specified asset (for example,

stocks) at a fixed pnce (strike price) at any time on or before a specified future date

(maturity date).

There are two parties involved in the option trading namely holder and writer. Tbe

holder of the option gets the right to buy (call) or sell (put) assets at a predetermined

time in the future for a predetermined value; the writer of the option on the other hand

18



CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND WORK IN FINANCE COMPUTATION

is obliged to deliver (call) or take delivery (put) of the underlying asset.

Example 1:

CALL option:

An investor buys a call option

$40; Cunent stock price: $38;

investment is 100 x $5 = $500

The outcome:

to purchase 100 INTEL (INT) shares.

Price of an option to buy one share

pnce:

Initial

At the time of expiration of the option, let us assume INTEL stock price to be $55. At

this time, the option is exercised for a gain of

($SS - $40) x 100 = $1,500 (that is when the stock price goes up the call option

becomes beneficial). When the initial cost of the option is taken into account, the net

gain is: $1,500 - $500 = $1,000. If the stock price is less than $40, the holder will

not exercise the right to buy. In this circumstance, the investor loses the initial

investment of $500.

PUT option:

An investor buys a put option to sell 100IBM shares. Strike price: $70; Cunent stock

price: $65; Price of an option to buy one share = $7; Initial investment is 100 x $7 =

$700

The outcome:

At the time of expiration of the option let us assume, IBM's stock price is $55. At

this time, the investor buys 100 IBM shares and, under the terms of the put option,

sells them for $70 per share to realize a gain of $ 15 per share or $ 1500 in total. When

the initial cost of the option is taken into account, the net gain is:

I9
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND WORK IN FINANCE COMPUTATION

$1500 - $700 = $800 (that is when the stock price goes down the put option becomes

beneficial)

If the final stock price at the time of expiration is above $70, there is no way that the

investor will make a gain. In this case, the put option expires worthless and the

investor loses $700.

Example 2:

Let us assume the price of options on Intel, lr4¿y 29,2005; stock price =20.83

(,cl/s Put.r

.lr¡¡Å:e prrre {,$) J¿me July Ou. fune Jul:' t)cî.

20

2û.Ðû

2:"50

1.25 1.60 ?.40

0.20 0.45 l. t 5

0.45 0.85 I.5ü

r.85 1,20 2.85

The holder may or may not exercise this right, unlike forwards and futures contracts

where the holder is obligated to buy or sell the underlying asset. One difference

however is, while it costs nothing to enter into a forward or futures contracts, there is

a cost to acquiring an option.

The largest exchange in the world for trading stock options is the Chicago Board

Option Exchange (CBOE; www.cboe.com). The above table gives the closing prices

of some of the American options trading on Intel on May 29,2005. The option strike

prices are $20 and $22.50. The maturities are June 21, 2005, July 19, 2005 and

october 18, 2005. Intel's stock price at the close of trading on May 29,2005, was

$20.83.

Let us discuss a scenario. An investor instructs his/trer broker to buy one October call

option contract on Intel with a strike price of $22.50. The broker will relay the

instructions to a trader at the trading floor, who in turn will identify another trader
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who is willing to sell 1 October call contract on Intel with a strike price of $22.50, to

agree on the price. As seen from the above table, the price for an option to buy one

share is $1.15. Hence, the investor has to anange for 9115 to be remitted to the

exchange through the broker. The exchange will then arrange for this amount to be

passed on to the other party (writer - who is selling the call option). In this example,

at a cost of $ 1 15 the investor has obtained the right to buy 100 Intel shares for $22.50

each. The writer has received $115 and has agreed to sell 100 Intel shares for $22.50

each in the event that the investor (holder) decides to exercise the option. The holder

will not exercise the option if the price of Intel does not rise above $22.50 before

October I 8, 2005, the expiration date. In this situation the investor will loose the $ 1 15

he/she paid at the beginning. However, if the Intel share becomes worth $30 per

share, the holder will exercise the option and buy the 100 shares at$2250. By selling

it immediately, the investor can make a profit of $635 (3000-2250-115).

An alternative trade for the investor would be to purchase one July put option contract

with a strike price of $20. From the preceding table we see that this would cost $85 to

get the right to sell 100 Intel shares for $20 per share before July 19, 2005.If the Intel

share price stays above $20, the investor will not exercise the option and hence will

loose $85. If the price is $ 15 by exercising the option, the investor can make a profit

of $415 (after including the initial cost) by buying 100 Intel shares at $15 and selling

them at $20 per share. The following figure shows the net profit per share from (a)

purchasing a contract consisting of 100 Intel October call options with a strike price

of $22.50 and (b) purchasing a contract consisting of 100 Intel July put options with a

strike price of $20.00
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Two basic styles of options are European and American. A European option can be

exercised only at maturity while an American option can be exercised at any time

prior to maturity. The majority of exchange-traded options are American. Since

investors have the freedom to exercise the freedom to exercise their American

options at any point during the life of the contract, they are more valuable then

European options, which can only be exercised at maturity. It is in the case of

American options, allowing for the possibility of early exercise, that binomial

approximations are useful. At each node, we calculate the value of the option as a

function of the next period's prices, and then check for the value exercising of

exercising the option now. However, for this research we have only considered

European options.

Every option has a set of parameters that are required to compute the price of the

option. These are strike price, stock price, risk free interest rate, period of contract,

and volatility of the underlying asset. The strike price of a call (put) option is the

contractual price at which the underlying asset will be purchased (sold) in the event

that the option is exercised. The risk-free interest rate (r) is the rate at which an

investment (such as simple deposit) would grow without incurrin g aîy risk to the

Stock prir--e (S)
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capital. The time in years until the expiration of the option is called maturity date. A

measure of the change (either up or down movement) in the value of underlying

security over a given period is known as volatility 1o¡ .

In option markets, accuracy and ability to respond quickly to the fluctuating market is

vital for every active investor.

2"2 Motivation for {.Ibiquity Fricing

The use of mobile technology extends the nature and scope of the e-commerce

providing additional advantages by enabling continuous communication and

information access regardless of locale, thus resulting in continuous touch with the

market. Ubiquity in the market place is concerned with the use, applications, and

integration of diverse services. Many researchers attempted to address innovative

research issues and possible solutions in mobile commerce. Research efforts by

Varshney and Vetter [2] emphasize that mobile financial application is one of the

important component of m-commerce, which can replace banks, ATMs, and manual

methods by wireless aided services such as online brokerage, and micro payments,

etc. Readers can find several interesting issues and research problems that are related

to mobile commerce 13, 4, 5,61. The current research is motivated by the concept of

trading options while-on-the-move and providing value-added services, which are

driven by the following principles L7,81:

(i) Operational focus: Traders have access to handheld devices (mobile device or

any wireless device) all the time. Therefore, as a value-added service, a trader should

be able to compute the option price irrespective of his/her physical location. This type

23
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of trading is called Martini trading (trading any time and any-where). A recent report

on Mobile Commerce (M-Commerce) by Durlacher Research states [9] "The ability

to receive information and perform transactions from virtually any location is

especially important to time-critical applications, such as stock and options trading as

well as betting. Providing mobile traders with a similar level of access and

information to that available in the fixed line environment is the key".

(ii) Personalization: Wireless devices like mobile devices are typically operated by

and configured for a single trader. Thus, the trader can receive personalized

information on his/trer investments as and when new information (for example, new

price, new contract etc.) becomes available.

(iii) Channel Extension: Customer prefers a choice in the channel through which

they do business. When a trader cannot associate himself with the main trading

terminal as in cases such as (i) having power failure (ii) being away from the trading

floor and (iii) experiencing a non functional terminal, a mobile device can act as an

alternative trading terminal.

(iv) Handiness: Mobile devices are compact, low-cost, and have improved security

thus making them popular for wireless trading.

2"3 Computational techniques for

Option Pricing

Many techniques, such as the binomial tree method, the finite differencing method,

and the Monte-Carlo method are being used for pricing options. In this section, we

24
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describe two of these computational techniques used for pricing options. For more

information on other computational techniques, we suggest readers to refer t10-131.

We can use any of these techniques as stand-alone modules for option pricing in our

architecture described in Chapter 5 and we can incorporate any of the latest pricing

techniques in addition to these modules, if necessary.

2.3.7, Binomial tree method

Cox et al. Ll4l introduced a technique called the binomial tree method for pricing

options. The binomial method captures the price movement of an underlying asset as

different possible paths over the life of the option. This method assumes that the asset

price changes upward by a proportional amount z (from current price S to new price

Sø) or moves down by a proportional amount d (from current price S to new price S¿)

from a given current price,S.

The method proceeds in two phases. First, asset prices are calculated (either as up or

down movement of the price) at each time interval during the option's life in

generating the tree towards the maturity data. Second, the pay-offs and option value

will be calculated by working backward through the tree from the final time Z

(maturity date).

Figure 1 shows a general two-step binomial tree with stock prices. In this figure, Se

is the initial asset (stock) price. The initial asset price So can go up to Sou with

probability p or go down to So¿ with probabllity (1-p) and so on during the small time

interval dt where dt=TI{ and Z is the total option contract period and N is total

number of steps the option contract period Zis divided into).

25
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Figure 1: Stock and option prices in a general two-step tree

Cox et al. ll4) defined the probability p as p = ¡e'*'d'-d)/ (u-d) where r is the risk-free

interest Íate, u - 
"o*^'ldt 

and d = s-o*Jdt where o is the volatility of asset prices.

The option value (local pay-off,) of a call option at the leaf nodes (expiration time I

rs grven as:

F(S¡, Ð = Max[S¡ -K, 0] (1)

where K is the strike price and ,Si is the asset price at node I among the leaf nodes.

The value of the option at time (T-I ) and node j is given [10] as:

F(Sj, T-1) = ¿-r*dt ¡p * F(S¡,,D + (I-p) * F(S¡a, T))

26
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(2)

Now, working backwards through the tree from the expiration time (i.e. leaf nodes),

option value can be calculated. In the following, we explain the binomial tree method

with a four-step binomial tree. We assume that company X had stock selling at

$3l/share, and volatility of the stock price was 25Vo (annlally) and risk free rate was

17o. Now we use binomial option pricing model to price a call option on this stock

with the strike price of $30, and contract expiring in one month. Therefore,

parameters are:
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So = 31 (stock price); K = 30 (strike price); Z = 0.083333 (I/12)); o = 0.25

(volatility); r = 0.1 (interest rate);

dt = 0.208333 (four rime sreps, i.e., (L/T2)14) (srep size);

u = 1.03675 ; d = 0.96455; p = 0.493866

Asset price at a given (next) time step is determined by multiplying the (current)

stock price by u or d, if the price is following up or down movement from the current

node. In this example, initial price S, = 31 and hence the price at l't time step could

be:

S, = 31 '* I.03675 =32.13925 or

S¿= 3I * 0.964559 = 29.90133

Figure 2 represents the general layout of four step binomial tree. Using the above

procedure, we have constructed the whole tree that has four time steps.

Figure 2zLattice layout for four-step binomial lattice

Now, working backwards through the tree from the expiration time (i.e. leaf nodes),

option values can be calculated at each node and fill out our lattice as shown in the

following Figure 3.

utdt,S
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1. First the local pay off at the leaf nodes (t=T) are computed using eq (1), which

is (C (4, y) at the 4th lleaf¡ time step.

2. The option value at the nodes t =T-1 are computed using eq(2). This process

is repeated at earlier time steps until the initial node is reached.

S(a,+¡:35-31
G(a,a):5-s1

S(4,3):33-32
c(a.3):3-32

S(a.2):31 .6s
A(a,2):1-gs

S(4,'t ):24-e4
c(4, 1)--o

S(.a,o):26-s3
c(4.o):o

Figure 3: Stock price movements of four-step binomial lattice model

We have implemented this algorithm and have integrated with the proposed

framework (Chapter 5) for this study.

s(1,1):32.14
c(1.r ):2.33

s(1 ,o):29.09\
c(1,o):o.07694

s(2.2¡:33-
32

c(2.2(:3.3

s(2"o):26-s4
c(2,or:o.244

S(3,o):27-62
c(3,o):o

S(3,2¡:32-1a
C(3,2t:2.14

c(2.1):3.3 S(3,r¡:29-s9
c(3,t):.a
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2.3 "2 Finite differencing technique

Finite differencing technique is one of the modern numerical approaches for pricing

financial securities. There are several finite-difference schemes developed for

engineering problems such as, McCormack scheme, Richardson scheme, Crank-

Nicholson, forward-differencing, backward-differencing, central-differencing [15,16]

that can be directly applied to finance problems. Consider the Black-Scholes model

[1], a classical option-pricing model

òu o's'ò'u -ðu_l__f¡.J__rU=0
òt 2 AS' AS

(3)

where z is the option price (dependent variable- the unknown to be computed), f is

time, ,S is the asset price (r and ^l are the independent variables in the problem), ø is

volatility and r is the interest rate (o and r are two of the many parameters of the

problem) with initial and boundary conditions: u(0; t) = 0; and lim5-* u(S; t) = 5,

u(S; T) = max(S-E; 0) for a call option and u(S; T) = max(E-S; 0) for a put option.

We will only consider a call option here. The appropriate discretization for each term

in equation (1) is dictated by the individual terms of the PDE together with the

required precision and performance constraints. The accuracy of the results can be

controlled by the use of a finer grid in the computational time direction as well as the

space direction. That is, we iterate the solution process over many computational time

steps until we reach a steady state solution. For our research, we have implemented

FTCS finite-difference scheme to price options. This is a forward differencing in

time direction and central differencing in space direction (for further details on finite-

difference schemes, please refer to [15, 16].
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2Nj+1

N2t
Physical Timesteps (l.Q

Figure 4: Option pricing computational domain

The implementation details of the algorithm are described below. The solution

scheme is iterated over many computational time steps until it reaches a steady state.

Steady state is defined as a scenario when the solution changes very little between

two consecutive computational time steps. Figure 2 shows an instance during the

computation of the option price. The computed values of the horizontal layer (c - I)

are used to calculate the values of layer c. From Taylor series expansion [15] for the

functions u(x'-fLx,yo¡and u(xo-Ax,yo¡ at x = xo and y = yo. u(x6* Lx, yo¡ =

, \ òu , ò2u (A,x)z
u(xo, !Ð + 

-&r+ 
(4)dx àx' 2l

! = Jo, u(xo - Ax, !o1= u(xo, y"l - 4U* ð'y^ (Lx)'
dx t" a* zt (5)

Adding equation 4 and equation 5 we get the central-differencing form of the second

order term:

o
e
ØÀo
OJ

t-r

o
(g

o.
É

O

layer "a-I "
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u(x o -r Ax, I o) + u(xo - Lx, y o, = Zu(x o, y,) + 
þ f*f + O(Ax)a

ò'u _u(x" + Ax,y")-2u(x,,y")+u(xo - Ax,y.)

dx2 (Lx)'

Changing the notation to z, j gives

ò'u _ui+r¡ 2ur Iu,_r,

ð*'=-= 1tf-t-*"' (6)

By subtracting equation 5 from equation 4 and changing to notation l, j gives the

central-differencing form of the first order term:

ò__u _ u¡, j*t _ u¡_t, j * ,r, (7)ðx 2Lx

In the same way, forward and backward approximations of first order derivative can

also be found by rearranging the Taylor series expansion of function

.òu
u(x,y + Ây). - can also be approximated by forward and backward

dx

approximations as follows:

ò^u _u¡,j*t-u¡.j (g)ðx Lx

òu u,,-u,,-,
\2)òx Lx

The number of computational layers depends on the relative error. To calculate the

option values at the c'h layer at grid point (i, .i) we use the values from the (r - 1)tn

layer, which can be expressed as

ui,¡ = pui*r'.¡-, + (1- 2p)"i.,|,¡ + pui.,),¡u
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Here, P=l/h2,where / denotes step size in time direction r and å denotes step size

in price direction x. If r is from 0 to T and x is from x,,¡, to xo,*, thenN x / = Zand

2Nj x h = x,ni, - xmax. Therefore, note that, the terminal condition / = Z is

transformed to the initial condition t = 0 [17]. The relative error is calculated as

given below and computation stops once the "erc" falls below certain preset

threshold value: err = ui., -ri.i' .

We describe the background material on M-Commerce and web mining in the

following chapters through the related work discussion.

2.4 Summary

In this Chapter, we provided basic terminology of option trading and briefly

described few computational techniques such as binomial lattice and finite

differencing technique for pricing the option contract. In next Chapter, we describe

the need for mobile technology in option trading together with some related work.

J-1



Chapter 3

Mobile Computing Developments in

Trading

Mobile trading is a logical extension of e-business to address new customer

channels and opportunities that deals with many services and applications in

ubiquitous fashion. Even though little is reported on the confluence of derivative

trading with wireless devices, researchers have recognized the need for such

incorporation. In this chapter, after listing possible benefits of ubiquity in trading,

we classify the use of the ubiquity into three broad aspects (i) commodity trading

(ii) risk management and (iii) services and software.

3.I Mobility in Derivative Markets

The frequent fluctuations in prices or the increasing volume of transactions are

often overwhelming due to dependence on time-critical information of breaking

news on a company's earnings, losses, or a change in their structure. In order to

make conscious decisions in an uncertain market place, every investor needs time-

critical information in a ubiquitous fashion [7]. Kargupta et al. [18] jusrify rhe

34
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needs and benefits of reporting time-critical information of stock data through

wireless networks. These authors have introduced a mobile data mining system

that facilitates intelligent monitoring of time critical financial data from a hand

held device such as PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) and mobile. Ajenstat [19]

proposed a new idea for automation of on-line derivative (stock options) trading

in any place and at any time without the presence of a decision maker. More

specifically, a virtual decision maker is a network of cooperating intelligent

agents. These agents focus on some rule-based environment and expert-validated

knowledge to analyze the behavior of the stock market. Furthermore, the author

emphasizes that the integration of wireless commerce (option of accessibility)

with web-based virtual decision-making systems will play a vital role in the

future. For our research, we integrate time-critical information pervasively. That

is, with predefined threshold and boundaries on the price movements of the asset

in question, architecture will initiate new computation in a pervasive fashion

whenever "real-time" price of the asset deviates from a predefined value or a

predefined range. The "real time" prices on an asset are monitored continuously

through collection of this information from on-line web sources with wireless

devices. For instance, time-critical information for option pricing such as

"volatility" and "prime rate" are mined from reliable web sources (presently

Yahoo! Finance and Money Cafe). In addition, we have developed the

architecture to choose one computational technique (at a time) among various

techniques that we have implemented on back end server. These techniques

exploit the time-critical information in order to compute the price of an option
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accurately for a particular underlying stock. In the following section, we describe

some of the works related to the requirements of mobility in the derivative

market.

3 .2 Round-the-clock Trading
There are several factors behind the large dependence on wireless trading. Some

of the most compelling factors are first, trading activity is becomin g a 24-how-a-

day business - especially for those who invest in commodities have to be

following the Asian and European markets, in sync with the north American

market; there is higher danger of missing market movements without wireless

connectivity. In other words, wireless devices make this possible, which enable

the trader to track the various market movements anytime or anywhere. Second,

Roche [20] states that, on black Monday (1987), one option trader lost f55,000 in

5 minutes just for leaving the market for such a short period. Research by Roche

120, 2I,221 focuses on the need for wireless services in equities and derivative

markets. The author emphasizes that several market participants would prefer on-

line trading while on the move, due to many advantages: (1) Traders and brokers

who are not bound to desktop trading such as farmers or exporters; (2) General

investors who want access to the market information while on the go; (3) Traders

and brokers who need assurance of an alternative-trading terminal in case their

main terminal gets disconnected.

Trading derivatives with hedging strategies has become one of the most important

recent developments in the financial market. Currently, investors price options on-
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line from their desktop computers using various software tools [23, 24, z5l.

However, once an investor steps away from the work place, he/she is

disconnected from the market place. There have been some recent advancements

to aid traders on the move, SMS (Short Message Service) being one of them.

"Push" and "pull" models are specific M-commerce services in wireless trading.

In the push model, text messages are sent to a wireless device via SMS without

any previous trader request. Examples of push models include text messages sent

to a mobile phone to alert clients regarding financial news. The expansion of

SMS-related services reflects higher volumes of remote stock trading. Presently, a

trader can subscribe to services such as CommS ec 126l and Quo Trek [27] in

order to be connected on the move. Technically, by subscribing to equity-alert-

services, one can receive personalized equity information (real-time price

information for personalized stock options) over a mobile phone. On the other

hand, in pull messaging, mobile client invokes server-side applications and the

resulting output is pulled from the web-server. However, information provided by

brokerage firms, via SMS, is insufficient (for only limited information on the

asset and period of contract is available through this message). Thus, the

information from brokerage firms cannot be used to compute the option price for

a particular option contract.

As a first step towards an organized use of mobility devices, Mobility Partner

Advisory Council recently announced [28] that "The Chicago Board of Trade

(CBOT) is deploying up to 10,000 wireless enabled pocket PC devices in the two

years (2004-2005) to floor traders to automate the trading process". CBoT is
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integrating with Leapfrog technologies to introduce wireless technology for

commodity and option trading.

The research effort by V/eb [29] focuses on software solutions for hedge fund-

managers. According to Web, investors are becoming far more cautious and in

fact want to see the risk management and reporting system before they invest on

any asset. Moreover, they are not ready to accept basic risk analysis offered by

hedge fund administrators. Roche [21] focuses on the risk management needs in

the area of farm production and financing. The author emphasizes that

incorporating commodity risk management into global on-line trading will

significantly increase the use of commodity risk management tools worldwide. In

addition, the integration of wireless communication and the commodity market,

through appropriate software and hardware, will increase the agriculture

derivative's business with consequent benefits.

'Wireless traders do not have the time or power to browse on-line information

from hand-held devices and calculate the risk level of a particular asset. However,

a trader seeks personalized information to be delivered in a ubiquitous fashion.

Chang and Cheng [30] emphasize a need of wireless solution for derivative

trading and risk management. An International Task Force on commodity risk

management explored new mobile assisted market-based approaches, in order to

manage their vulnerability to commodity price fluctuations. Furthermore, Chang

and Cheng [30] stress that such market-based risk management strategies increase

the trading volumes of commodity derivative.

Patsystems [28] has developed software called H-trader, which assists a trader to
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do Martini Trading. H-trader operates on a mobile phone to trade derivatives

across the world. According to Patsystems, the integration of an H-trader with

some risk management tools will make more efficient trading environment.

Thinkorswim [31], a brokerage company in Chicago enables the registered trader

to perform trading (stock options, and other securities) via web-based, PDA, or

Mobile devices. Using these services, trader can follow real-time audio

commentary in stock Exchanges simultaneously has a feature of selling or buying

commodities.

windale technologies [15] and FIS-Group [16], present innovative pricing

software with various option-pricing techniques that evaluate American and

European style call and put options. In addition, support for both desktop

environment and Pocket PC versions is available.

Ineffectiveness of these technologies is as follows: (a) The above-mentioned

enterprise versions are high-priced products; (b) Frequent changes in these

products require new updates to the software each time; (c) The computing

technique(s) employed for option pricing and their working principles are not

explained in their products to the end user; and (d) These products do not present

the trader with real-time prices and other parameters (prime interest rate,

volatility). Unfortunately, parameters (for example, volatility) used in the

computational techniques are highly sensitive to the market fluctuations.

In the current study, we have used various computational techniques as mentioned

before. For each technique, our goal is to use real-time information that is mined

from reliable web-sources such as Yahoo! Finance. Proposed architecture uses the
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cost-effective implementation of a client and server scheme (for instance, Apache

Server, and MlDP-interface development are open source environments) [29]. In

addition, if there are any new updates in computation techniques, we just need to

upload the techniques to the back end server rather than uploading them to client.

This way, client saves the overhead cost each time when there is a new update.

The design and implementation to make mobile trading a possibility using the

current technology, and the proposed architecture to address this problem are

presented in Chapter 6.

3"3 Summary

In this Chapter, we described about mobility issues in derivative markets and

describe several factors behind the large dependence on wireless trading. In the

next Chapter, we describe various web-mining techniques and their applications.

In this thesis, our focus is on extracting some real-time financial data (parameters

required for pricing option) to compute the option contract in ubiquitous fashion.



Chapter 4

V/eb Mining

web mining finds its origins in the principles of data mining. Web mining is a

method of extracting knowledge from hypertext data. Hypertext documents

contain text, web links, and images. There are millions of text documents on the

World Wide Web (WWW). Therefore, extracting information from the web

should be done using appropriate mining tools.

According to Kosala and Blockeel 1271, mining is categorized into web content

mining, web usage mining and web structure mining. Web content mining

involves extracting useful information from the data present in the web sources

such as the HTML or the XML documents. Web usage mining determines the

usage pattems of the websites by end users (persons browsing the web). Web

usage mining extracts the data derived from the interactions of the users while

interacting with the Web. Moreover, web usage mining is a technique, which is

essentially employed to understand the requirements of the user and improve

existing web services. Web structure mining determines the structure (the

hyperlink structure) of the entire website or merely the web page. V/eb structure

mining plays a vital role in determining the hierarchical structure of the web
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pages and helps in navigating through the website. Our research involves web

content mining only. Therefore, further details on web usage and web structure

mining are beyond the scope of this proposal. In our research, we intend to use

real-time data. We intend to obtain the real-time data from portals that provide the

latest market parameters on derivatives such as strike price, volatility, and prime

rate. These parametric values do change periodically (prime rate) and

continuously (volatility). Moreover, these values are present in the form of tables

in a web page. Therefore, the information extraction strategy that we intend to use

for my research falls into the category called "web table mining", and we describe

this part of my strategy in chapter 6.

4.L Web content mining

According to Liu and Kevin, some of the characteristics of the web content

mining are as follows [32]:

o The amount of information available on the web is enonnous and

developments of upcoming technologies will eventually increase the web data.

o All kind of data are available on the Web, e.g., tables, figures, audio, video,

text, hyperlinks, etc.

c In general, in a website, the representation (formats or syntax) of web data for

each page is completely different. Hence, integrating data into single useful

information is considered as an integral part of mining.
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WWW is usually packed and noisy with advertisements, links, navigation

panels, notices, etc. For particular application, only particular data is used and

remaining data is considered as noise.

Mainly in financial related web sites, the content (web databases) of the

website is dynamically updated. Therefore, monitoring those changes and

extracting the updated data is an impotent issue for many services (for

example, stock trading).

Some of the research efforts on web content mining are discussed briefly in the

following paragraphs. Our focus is mainly on few approaches such as (i)

structured data extracting (ii) unstructured data extracting (iii) information

integration (iv) building concept hierarchies (v) detecting noises (vi) opinion

sources

Structured data extracting is one of the important topics in web content mining.

The recognition of structured data extracting is due to their representation of the

essential information, for example, list of company services and their products for

comparative study and Meta searching. Mining such information is useful for

many applications and searching strategies. There are many approaches for

structured data extracting such as wrapper generation, wrapper learning, and

automatic approach [33]. In wrapper generation, based on the web site format

patterns one can create rules to extract the data. This approach is complex and

time-consuming process. In wrapper learning, user rules are applied on target

items of the webpage.In automatic fashion, certain grammar rules are applied to

extract the knowledge data. On other hand, extracting unstructured data is mainly
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based on machine learning and natural language processing. In these approaches,

the user can automatically give required patterns.

To make use of the extracted information of the web, one must semantically

integrate multiple sources. Research efforts by Chang, He and zang l35l proposed

holistic mining in their study of dynamic on-the-go semantic discovery for large-

scale integration on web databases. Their focus is on three factors such as

interface extraction, schema matching and query translation.

Web size is huge. Organizing the search results of a given query from the web is

an important issue. The standard method of information organization is concept

hierarchy or categorization. Text clustering is one of the method in which search

results are grouped in a hierarchical fashion. In few cases to extract the concepts

or sub-concepts and their relationships, clustering is based on the organization

structures, redundancy property, and semi-structure nature, for example, by using

tags, language patterns, etc.

In general, web page is a collection of many different blocks for example,

navigation area, content, advisements etc. In practical applications, only some part

of the web page is useful and remaining information are noises (as far as those

applications are concerned). To remove those noises and identifying the main

content automatically for several applications to produce much better result is a

challenging part of the mining.

Mining web opinion sources is a new trend as a market explorer and analyzing

agent for online sites. A recent study by Gruhl et.all32l studies the structures and

behaviours in the blogspace; by doing so, they discovered characteization of the
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information propagation, which allow applications to take advantage of various

web facts.

4.2 V/eb structure mining

Web pages are usually linked to another Web page or web pages directly or

indirectly as a neighbour. In such cases, determining the relationships among

those Web pages is vital for discovering significant patterns to improve the

navigation. 'Web 
structure mining determines link structure of the hyperlinks at

the inter-document level to generate structural summary of the website or a

webpage. Summary generation is mainly based on the hyperlinks, categorization

of the website, and nature of the hierarchy of a particular domain. HITS

(Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) is one such algorithm that identifies relevant

web pages based on the link structure [36]. In this algorithm, web is viewed as a

directed graph whose nodes are documents and edges are hyperlinks between

them. DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Expansion) framework is useful to

extract relations of pair of books on the Web 1371. In addition, the same

framework can be used to build a list of people, product database, bibliography

works, and other useful resources.
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4"3 Web usage mining

Web usage mining technique discovers usage patterns of web data in order

understand user's behavioural interests and needs. Web usage mining technique

has three main stages such as pre-processing, pattern discovery and pattern

analysis 1381.

In pre-processing stage, all usage data, content data, and structured data is

converted into abstract data to discover patterns. The pattern discovery techniques

are based on many algorithms that are stemming from various fields such as data

mining, machine learning, and pattern recognition. Some of the valid techniques

currently used for extracting knowledge data are as follows [39]: (i) statistical

analysis (ii) association rules (iii) clustering (iv) classification (v) sequential

patterns (iv) dependency modeling. In last stage, i.e., pattern analysis, all

unrelated or uninterested patterns are filtered to extract the knowledge data.

Pattern analysis of extracted data can be performed using knowledge query

mechanisms such as SQL or loading usage data into data cubes in order to

perform OLAP operations. Finally, by using visualizing techniques such as

graphic patterns or an assortment of colors to different values that can highlight

the significant patterns or trends in the data.
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4"4 Summary

In this Chapter, we described three main techniques of web mining: (i) web

content mining (ii) web structure mining (iii) web usage mining. In this thesis, to

extract the knowledge information of option contract in real-time fashion we

employed web content mining. Our focus is on table mining technique, which is

described in chapter 5. In the next Chapter, we describe our overall architecture

and its functionalities.
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WAMANI S oftw ar e Architecture

To develop mobile infrastructure for option pricing our research focuses on three

major issues: (i) mobility aspects in the derivative market, such as developing a

mobile interactive interface, enabling interoperability together with Martini

trading (ii) real-time mining of on-line finance data from the web sources using

Table Mining techniques (iii) implementing various techniques (such as binomial

tree method, finite differencing technique) to compute the option price, using the

information in (i) & (ii). We incorporate all of the above components in order to

provide client-server architecture that addresses a value-added service(s) to the

trader on-the-go.

In the following sections, we explain the tasks performed by the client and server

model together with their interface design and building, working approach and

configurations.
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5.1 Building Mobile Interface

There are few major platforms available for developing mobile applications such

as BREW, Windows Mobile, Symbian, WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) and

JZME (Java 2 Micro Edition) [40]. For our research, we have developed the

architecture on a J2ME platform. IZME is supported by major carriers (for

example Nokia, Motorola) and it is relatively easy to deploy the application for a

trader to download and install on mobile devices. We describe in this section

JZME and its implementation details for the current study. J2ME is a stripped

down version of Java aimed at machines with limited hardware resources such as

a PDA or a mobile phone [41]. The J2ME platform has two configurations: CDC

(Connected Device Configuration) and CLDC (Connected Limited Device

Configuration). The choice of configuration will depend on the memory

constraints of the particular device. CLDC targets for devices with a constrained

CPU and memory, which is generally a3}-bit CPU with 160K8-512K8 memory.

CLDC uses the Kilo Virtual Machine (KVM), a specialized virtual machine that

supports only a limited memory. CDC is targeted for devices with more resources,

usually a 32-bit CPU with more than 2 MB of memory. A CDC configuration

layer runs on top of the C Virtual Machine (CVM). On top of these

configurations, other profiles such as MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile)

and optional APIs can be layered in order to support user interface and other

network functionalities.
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In the following paragraphs, we provide details about three important design

issues for J2ME that are essential for our study: (i) designing and building a

MIDP User Interface (UI) (ii) communication of the MIDP and back end server

and (iii) security issues of the network. MIDlet is a MIDP application [42] similar

to applet, a MIDlet is a managed application. A web browser manages applets,

whereas, the Application-Management System (AMS) manages MIDlet. Every

MIDlet class handles its own logic and life cycle, which reflects the methods of

the MIDlet class. There are three possible methods in a MIDlet's life-cycle such

as startApp$, pauseApp0 and destroyAppQ. MIDlet enters the active stare after

the application manager calls startApp0; MIDlet remains in the active state until

the application manager calls pauseAppQ or destroyApp0. In rhe pause-App0

method, MIDlet is temporarily suspended whereas in destroyAppO, the MIDlet

completely terminates the application itself and awaits garbage collection. In

MIDP, UI classes are located in the javax.microedition.lcdui package of J2ME. In

JZME, commands are used to create UI objects that behave like buttons (action

events in Java); commands such as OK, EXIT, and HELP are charactenzed by

instances of command class.

Option pricing is computationally intensive. Since the required processing power

and the memory are both in short supply on mobile devices, computation of

option for particular asset is done on the server-end by utilizing the total

functionality of Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE). Moreover, in order to oprimize

the consumption of resources on mobile devices, it is desirable to keep the

communication to a minimum. Therefore, the connection between the server and
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the device is kept open just long enough to exchange user data (for example,

name of the computational technique to be used to compute the option value

together with the required accuracy).

5.1.1 Network Connectivity and

Security

The connection to dissimilar types of wireless devices will need different forms of

connection interfaces. The Generic Connection Framework (GCF) l43l is

available in J2MEICLDC to reflect the need for small-footprint networking for a

range of mobile devices. GCF is a hierarchy of interfaces defined in the

'Javax.microedition.io" package that allows mobile applications readily available

to the trader on the network. The GCF interfaces reflect different capabilities and

ensure the operations in a logical fashion. MIDP simplifies this GCF to a single

connection type called HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) and HTTPS (secure

HTTP available in MIDP 2). HTTP is built around client requests and server

responses, and it has two parts: header and content. The communication format

(for example XML, text, and binary) between MIDlets and the back end server in

the body of HTTP depends on the design of the application. We tried with GET,

HEAD, and Posr methods, which are simple to implement and then with xML-

RPC and KXML-RPC** over HTTP/HTTPS. In our emulation via j2me wireless

tool kit there is a feature of testing the speed of data transmission of particular

" XML-RPC is a standa¡d way of implementing remote procedure calls (RPC) using XML and HTTP. To accomplish this,
it uses XML to mark up all of the method and uses HTTP to transfer the methods
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coÍrmunication format. From our observations of speed and bandwidth tests,

XML tends to have heavy bandwidth between the mobile and the server rather

than byte arrays (either it is a string or data of any sort).

In order to provide enough security for data transmission, we will use secure

HTTP (HTTPS) provided by MIDP 2.0 [f device supporr MIDP 2.0, it has

default HTTPS; for example, Motorola E390 supports MIDP 2.0). On top of that,

to provide additional security, we use open source lightweight API called the

Bouncy Castle library that supports a large number of cryptography algorithms

[44]. Therefore, the mobile component of the architecture will be secured. Finally,

the task of deployment of the above application (MIDlet Suites) to a specific

mobile device can be done using OTA (Over-The-Air) installation of MIDlets or

Infrared (IR) or Bluetooth technology.

5.1 .2 Additional Services

There are several companies that provide on-line equity information to mobile

devices such as CommSec l22l and Quo Trek L231. In our research, in order to

remit few parameters such as stock price and maturity period, period of the option

contract to the client module, we emulate SMS service using Jzlli4B wireless tool

kir.

Before illustrating our server design, we describe the design layout of the

architecture with aid of diagrammatic representation.
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5.2 Server and its Functionality

In this architecture (Figure 5), a broker remits a strike price and a contract period

of a particular option (with a specific asset) to a subscribed MobileÆDA/wireless

trader. The information provided by the broker is incomplete and can only

partially aid in computing the fair value of the option. If the trader/investor

(client) needs to decide if entering the option contract is beneficial, the client has

to compute the option value by selecting the underlying assets and computational

technique to be used for computation at the back end server. Client has given the

choice of selecting few parameters that are used for computing options. Selection

priority is given to client for the purpose of accuracy and high-speed results.

Moreover, the client enters the number of time steps to be processed for

computing the option price. The technique we employed for computing options is

binomial tree method (Chapter 2). Binomial tree method is relatively speed when

compared with other computational techniques. For our research, option value is

computed to fourth decimal point, which is fine for academic purposes. However,

in real world scenario, 10th decimal point of option value is also considered so

higher accuracy can be achieved by adopting simulation methods such as Monte

Carlo simulation. All the above values entered by the client are sent to the

web/compute server for computation.

Once the client submits time steps, underlying asset and the computational

4l
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technique, back end servlet mines (using table mining technique) real-time values

such as spot price, volatility, and prime interest rate from the web sources. The

server then computes option price with the above real-time values, using binomial

tree method and finite-differencing technique described in Chapter 2, or other

computational techniques.

Rclsy cquity i¡formstion via short mcseagc scrr.ilc lÃtock
price std time pc¡iod offbc option conEÉst)

t|)ùl t;me dste ( sù¡ke pric+, voht¡l¡ry
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User Data Market

C+Íipr¡Þ optlofl Ë0rr!mÉ1
uskg one of lh6 dlff€rsnt
ÞÌickl$ tÈctt{Ilquèl
l) Blnombl True meth¡d
li¡ FìnitÉ DFffÈrÈncå}g
mathÊd
IB) Monhe-Cado method

Admlnlstratofs Console

Uscr selæt prlclrrg teçhnhùc ånd entÊr
number oflevolÉ Lo be computed

Figure 5: Mobile Infrastructure

The server program receives requests from the client. The inputs from the user

comprises of number of time steps, an underlying asset and the computation

technique to be used in addition to the strike price, as mentioned earlier. Web

mining rules being developed for use in the web server is explained in the

following subsection.

\
':c
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Theft and misappropriation are greatest vulnerable factors in wireless trading.

Mobile devices can be easily stolen and misused which may result a financial

debacle. Consequently, access control and identification of authentic client are

undoubtedly vital in wireless trading. In our framework, transmission mode

between client and server are secured in every aspect (as mentioned in section V).

In addition, in order to access hislher portfolio, a client has to setup and will able

to access their accounts that will facilitate customized tables and data analysis

based on the underlying computation (for example, to access tables such as risk-

free zone, healthy bids, and favored stocks which are discussed in Chapter 6).

Client's devices are enabled by security token and each token generates 5-digit

security code that is periodicaily changed, updated, and acknowledged by the

trader to the server or vice-versa.

5.2.I Mining real-time Finance Data

from web sources

To extract the information from the web sources, there are number of

straightforward methods. For instance, the entire source page can be passed into

the search function and the required information (stock price, ASK price,

volatility, prime interest rate, strike price) returned to the web server. However,

when there is a change in web structure or HTML pattern, this method would fail.

'We have made a systematic study on the structures of both simple and complex
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tables, and proposed some generic web table mining rules that can be theoretically

applied to specific web site domain.

l*sample pseudo code for data processing and døta extraction*l
EXTARCT hypertext data (data extraction)
PROCESS data (pruning the raw data)
GET table (genuine table recognition)
COMPUTE TABLE (classification of table)
IF(single row with multiple cells) or IF (multiple row with single cells)
follow SDT rules

ENDIF
ELSE
follow TDT rules

In this research, mining the real-time data (for option contract) from web sources

undergoes three main stages: (1) data extraction (11) pruning the raw data (irr|)

classification of the data.In data extraction stage, all raw data is extracted and

temporarily stored for cleansing and processing. In next stage, the extracted data

is pruned to remove unwanted data based on some assumption made by

observations of web portals. Once the data is pruned, we will identify the exact

table and classify the table as single dimensional table or two-dimensional table.

If we know that we are dealing with single dimensional table then we use one set

of rules or if it is a two-dimensional table employ a different set of rules to extract

the required data from the table. All these rules and techniques are based on web

table mining.

Web table mining plays a very important role in comprehending and analyzing a

web document. In the current context, table mining is mining data from tables
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present in HTML documents. In all HTML texts, tables begin with a tag <table>.

An important point is that a table tag (<table> </table>) is used for both web page

formatting and representing one or two-dimensional tables with values (the ones

we require for computing option price). Almost all of the web pages use tables to

format their layout. Moreover, normal tables, for example tables that contain

stock values, use the table tag. Wang and Hu [45] show that, although there are

numerous tables, only a fraction of the tables are genuine two-dimensional tables

(from authors' study, out of 11471 tables only I5Vo arc genuine) showing

consistent relationship within the cells. Apparently, identifying the genuine tables

among all the tables in a web page is a not an easy task. For the current

implementation, we have followed certain rules to detect genuine tables. These

rules are based on the research efforts of Yang and Luk 1461, and Chen et aI. l4ll.

Our primary task is to obtain real-time information for a particular option

contract. There is no standard representation for instantly recognizing these values

(though they are present in tables). Some websites represent these values in a

single dimensional table, while others have them in two-dimensional tables.

Therefore, we have adopted a set of rules for retrieving these values from either a

one or two-dimensional table specific to a particular website. In other words, we

have created a parser with these rules. In particular, our focus at the current time

is on three websites: Yahoo! Finance, Money Cafe, and NASDAQ. Please note, in

these websites, there are no hyperactive links on stock symbols in table as there

may be in some other websites.

Rules for identifying a valid single dimensional table:
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Our first presumption is that a table under consideration does not have images or

hyperlinks. The table does not contain heading rows or columns. While detecting

any genuine table, it is very important to identify whether each cell in table has a

certain limit on the number of characters. For instance, in a genuine table, each

cell in general will not have more than 10 characters. A non-genuine table always

exceeds 10 characters and may have numerous hyperlinks (and even images).

Therefore, if any of the above rules apply to any cell in a table, we have

disregarded that table and move on to the next table. A single dimensional table

contains either a single row with multiple cells or multiple rows with a single cell.

If this rule fails, then the table is a two-dimensional. However, a simpler rule can

be framed by identifying labels (that represents parameters of the option pricing)

in a table. We have identified from various stock websites that a colon always

follows a label (for example, Change.' (to represent change in the asset price

between two updates or from inception or initial public offerings (IPO)). Using a

label, we can identify if a table is a single dimensional table. A single dimensional

table always contains a single row label or a single column label.

l*sømple pseudo code for single dimensionøl table*/
WHEN table has images or hyperlinks

skip over to next table
WHEN table has heading rows or columns

skip over to next table
IF table cell characters > 10 (table filtering)
COMPUTE genuine table
REPEAT for every table
UNTIL the row containing the label followed by a colon
IDENTIFY label (retrieving table value)
SHOW value

ENDIF
ELSE
Return false
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Rules for identifying a valid two-dimensional table:

First, we have detected a genuine table using the above-mentioned rules. The

rules for identifying single dimensional table can be extended to a 2-dimensional

table as well. A two dimensional table contains more than one row label or

column label. Once more than one row label or column label is identified, we

concluded that the table under consideration is a two dimensional table.

Our observations reveal that a two-dimensional table containing the required

values (change, open, close, etc) for option pricing does not exceed seven rows.

Therefore, tables having more than seven rows are disregarded for my study.

Once we know the website we are dealing with (among the three websites

mentioned earlier), we determined whether a single or a two dimensional table

contains the information. For example, if we know that we are dealing with

Yahoo! finance, then we applied the rules for two-dimensional tables. Likewise, if

we use Money Cafe, we have adopted rules for single dimensional tables.

Once a genuine table is identified, the next task is to retrieve the values. This

requires identifying the row containing the label. Once we identify the row that

contains the required label (for example, change:), the immediate next cell in the

row contains the required value.

Once the required parameters are mined from a table on-line, we have used them

in the computational technique for pricing the option under consideration. Figure

6 is an example of mining real-time data from web sources to servlet for pricing

the option contract. Required information for computing options is available on
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different web sources and representation is in the form of tables. Figure 6

represents the finance data in tables. In this research, we are focused only on few

finance portals such as YAHOO!, ryOLATILITY, and MONEY CAFE.

l*sample pseudo code for two-dímensional table*'l
WHEN table has images or hyperlinks
skip over to next table
WHEN table has heading rows or columns
skip over to next table
IF table cell characters > 10 (table filtering)
COMPUTE genuine table

ENDIF
V/HEN table has more then one row label or column label
SET TDT rules
IF table rows < 7
COMPUTE genuine table

REPEAT for every table
UNTIL the row containing the label followed by a colon
IDENTIFY label (retrieving table value)
ENDIF
SHOW value
ELSE
disregard table
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5 .2 "2 Computational Techniques used

for pricing Options

Once the client submits time steps, underlying asset and the computational

technique, back end servlet mines (using table mining technique in the previous

Chapter 5.2.I) real-time values such as spot price, volatility, and prime interest

rate from the web sources. The server then computes option price with the above

real-time values, using any of the computational techniques described in Chapter

2 suggested by the client. Therefore, by following this procedure we can enable

client with various computational techniques to avail (to provide results from

approximate to accurate results) while on-the-go and to make important and

effective trading decisions using the results that will ensure higher returns on

investments in a ubiquitous fashion.

5.3 Beneficial factors and Enhancements

When compared with the existing pricing software, WAMAN architecture

provides additional features that are beneficial for the traders for successful and

profitable business. This architecture enables the trader for real-time pricing

regard less of place and time. As in case when investor cannot reach the exchange

while he/she is on the move, a brokerage firm can take the orders over the phone

based on their personal account information. In addition, accuracy and ability to

respond quickly to the arbitrary market is essential every investor. They are

certain issues that option investor have to remember before he/she takes any
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decision on option contract. Real-time data availablity and enough background

research from market explorers is the key in option trading. Moreover, investor

should able to speculate the results and take effective decisions on contracts.

V/AMAN can autonomously get the real-time data, do necessary complex

computation by itself, analyze the results, and instruct the investor with various

possible scenarios in ubiquitous fashion.

Eanchements are possible in three modules of my architechture such as: (i)

incorporating with efficient computational techniques (ii) improving the data

extraction rules with effective data mining algorithams (iii) user navigation.

5.3 Summary

In this Chapter, we described our overall ubiquitous client-server architecture. We

have employed J2ME technology to build this framework. We have proposed

table-mining rules for single dimensional table and two-dimensional table to

extract the data from web sources. We incorporated components from finance,

web mining, and mobile computing to provide a value-added service(s) to the

trader on-the-go.
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Results and Evaluation

In this section, we report our experimental results of the framework. We have

divided our results into two sections i.e. (i) Trading scenario using PDA (ii)

Trading scenario using J2ME-enabled mobile device. For this thesis, our focus is

on option pricing and mobility aspects hence, these sections will only focus on

computational results and trading Platforms. Discussions of network parameters

such as bandwidth, performance, efficiency etc are beyond the scope of this

research.

6"L Tradittg scenario using PDA

In this section, we present computational results and real-time option pricing

scenarios using PDA device.

6.I .I Computational Results

In Figure 7, we present one set of results on the computed call option values. This

scenario enables the client to view how the various input parameters (real-time

values) vary against the output parameters with the help of 2D graphs. In addition,
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client has a facility to compare the outputs of the other models, which fall under

the same underlying asset and option type

In our preliminary results, we notice that as the strike price increases the call

option value decreases, as expected from the computation of local pay off (=

max(S-K, 0)) where S is at the asset price and K is the strike price. Validations of

these results are done by simple manual calculation of a smaller tree with

identical parametric conditions. Moreover, for the current study, accuracy on

option value computed is to the fourth decimal place. This accuracy is sufficient

for an academic exercise. However, we can obtain more accurate results, which

will incur higher computational cost. Implementing the binomial lattice technique

in a parallel environment [49] will circumvent the computational cost. This is not

the objective of the current study, however. In addition, a client can opt for other

numerical techniques for better accuracy, if required.

Microsoft Corp (MSFT) CALL:

We calculated option values for MSFT CALL on-line with varying strike prices

(for both actual and speculated values) and stock prices.
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Table 1: MSFT (CALL) Option values for varying stock and strike prices
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Table 1 presents the option values computed at various stock and strike prices.

The real time data S for MSFT is 25.19 (at the time of computation of these

results). To make some speculation we have computed the option values for stock,

strike prices around the currently traded stock, and strike prices. These results are

presented in tables 2 and 3. This is done so that the web/compute server can pick

an appropriate "healthy bid" with which he/she can enter the option contract. In

addition, calculation of a healthy bid can be done by the client (following the

mechanism described below) if appropriate parameters are made available to the

client from the web server.
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Figure 7: Call option values at various stocks and strike prices

Figure 7 shows solid lines (black and grey) that represent online values while

other pattern-bars represent the speculation of the stock in increase and decrease

of the stock price.

Safe Zone: To be in the safe zone, we have proposed a mechanism to compute

the healthy bid based on the ASK price and Error rate of online contracts with
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stock prices25.19 and25.43. In tables 2-4, ASK prices are the real

prices on certain MSFT options.

55

world asking

Ask price can be defined as the price at which a writer is willing to sell (buy) an

asset; also called the offer price. The proposed mechanism involves four steps for

calculating healthy bids of the option contract.

1. Ask price is mined from online web sources (for example Yahoo!) and option

price is computed (as mentioned in Chapter 5.2.I) based on other real time values.

Once we have option price of the contract and online ASK value, we can calculate

percentage error, mean error, and finally healthy bid.

2. Calctlating percentage error.' percentage error (PE) can be calculated as:

Ask price = a

Option price = p

Healthy bid = b

a- pxI00
a

For the current study, we consider errors within the range of (0-l0%o). If the error

rate is more then the specified range, it is disregarded. For practical purposes, the

real-time error could be improved with advanced computational techniques

mentioned earlier. If error is within the specified range, we can continue with the

calculation of the healthy bid.

3. Mean error is calculated as:

ME=\ry-4
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4.If (a - p) <0: b = a - ME and

Iï(a-Ð>0:b=p+ME

Basically, an easy way to understand this is from the computed value of the

option (p) the strategy is to go towards the asking price from either direction (i.e.,

either a<p or a>p.
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Table 2: Healthy bids for option contract (MSFT CALL) when stock is25.79
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Table 3: Healthy bids for option contract (MSFT CALL) when stock is25.43

Tables 2 and 3 present various scenarios for option values and a healthy bid.

These two tables are made available to the user (client) from the web/compute

server. Depending on the current knowledge of the user on the behaviour of the

underlying asset, the user will be able to select one of the healthy bids and instruct

the broker to enter the option contract at that bid. If the writer finds this bid

comfortable he/she will agree to this price and will agree to sell the underlying

asset at the agreed upon strike price at the maturity date. In essence, the user
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(client), therefore, has used wireless computing ubiquitously to value an option

and enter the contract with a level of comfort that as long as the underlying asset

behaves as it has been in the past several months the user can expect a profit from

the option contract. Similarly, we priced options on-line for MSFT PUT with

varying strike and stock prices. The result from this study is presented in Figure 8

and Table 4.

Microsoft Corp (MSFT) PUT:
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Figure 8: Put option values for varying stock and strike prices.
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Table 4: Healthy bids for option contract (MSFT PUT) when stock is25.43

Favoured Stock: Our design also allows choosing a favourable asset (option)

among many options. By favourable option we mean an option that has a well
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performing underlying asset. This knowledge on favoured stock would be highly

valuable to a frugal investor, who has less money at his/trer disposal when he/she

has to select one option among various possible options available - the options

could be written on various underlying assets. Our architecture can provide this

value-added service as well. This requires computation of option prices with

individual underlying asset. To find out the preferred asset among various

sectors, we introduced gain factor G¡, which is based on yield point. G¡ is

calculated using a formula: G¡ =
C¡x100

^S¡ -,S,

is the mean (5,); C¡ is the

option price; S, stock price; Max(G,) is the favoured stock.
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Table 5: Yield point of various companies' CALL contracts
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6.I .2 Trading scenarios using PDA

device

The way in which a PDA communicates with a PC is referred to as data

synchronilation. The communication of PDA and the web/compute server can be

done in a number of ways: (1) An USB/serial port; (2) an infrared radiation (IR);

(3) Bluetooth functionality (short-range wireless); (4) WiFi functionality

(medium-range wireless). For the current research, we are using WiFi as a

communicator between the PDA and the backend server. We used Java

programming to develop this trading scenario.

The following PDA-screens (1-5) describe the working procedure of the

framework. This framework enables pricing multiple stock options with various

strike prices in ubiquitous fashion. The contraclpricing information of particular

stock is updated continuously to the floor-traders by aid of floor-services

(exchanges) in time-to-time fashion. Once the clients get the option price from the

web server, he/she will utilize builrin wireless device's small computing power to

calculate healthy bids (if not provided by the web server) for various stocks in

different sectors and simultaneously choose favoured stock among them.
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Screenl: Instant messages from the trading floor-services (exchanges)

Screen 2: Active stocks on the trading floor

Screen 3: Contract details of option contract
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Screen 4: Computational techniques available for pricing

Screen 5: Computed results from the web server (backend servlet)

6.2 Trading scenario using Mobile

device

In this section, we present computational results and real-time option pricing

scenarios using mobile device.

6.2 . tr Computational results

In Figure 9, we present one set of results on the computed call option values. The

observations are same as the one in figure 7 obtained using a using PDA. In this

scenario, we calculated option values for INTC CALL (as an underlying asset)

on-line with varying strike prices (for both actual and speculated values) and

stock prices.

Table 7 presents the option values computed at various stock and strike prices.

The real time data for S is 25.52. To make some speculation we have computed

the option values for stock, strike prices around the currently available stock, and

strike prices. This is done to come up with a healthy bid to enter the option
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contract as presented table 8.

t(=1 5

K=1 7
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Table 7: INTC (CALL) option values for varying stock and strike prices

Figure 9 shows horizontal blocks patterned line (with S=25.52), which represents

online values while other pattern-bars represent the speculation of the stock in

increase and decrease of the stock price.
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Figure 9: Call Option values at various stock and strike prices

Risk-free Zonez To be in the risk-free zone,l have set up a Healthy Bids based

on the ASK price and Error rate of online contracts with stock price 25.52. As

discussed earlier, we use four-step procedure for calculating "healthy bids" of the

option contract. As seen in Tablel, a client will be provided with various tables

with speculated stock values to provide various scenarios of option values and a

healthy bid. These tables are made available to the client from the web/compute

server. Depending on the current knowledge of the client on the behaviour of the
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underlying asset, the client will be able to select one of the healthy bids (please

see table 8 - an example for Intel call option) and instruct the broker to enter the

option contract at that bid (these healthy bids, error rate, etc are computed using

the same formula described earlier in Chapter 6.1). If the writer finds this bid

comfortable he/she will agree to this price and will agree to sell the underlying

asset at the agreed upon strike price at the maturity date. In essence, the client,

therefore, has used hislher mobile device ubiquitously to value an option and

enter the contract with a level of comfort that the investor can expect a profit from

the option contract.
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Table 8: Healthy bids for option contract (INTC) when stock is 25.52
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Mobile emulation is done on NetBeans, which is an open source platform with

integration of J2ME Wireless Toolkit platform. Moreover, UEI (Unified Emulator

Interface) compatible emulators allow us choosing different devices (for example,

NOKIA and MOTOROLA) from various companies. Figure 10 correspond to the

navigation of my interface design created in Net Beans.

.-Mobiletrevice
E{-t'rttr:el-i

I

SMSList tlisll Þl Eirronri¡l L¡ttice

1\ l ,çl Finite Þiffenncirrg

lNsERvER.[4lert]

i€-Exit-.
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Figure 10: Flow design of mobile terminal and server response

The following Mobile screens (6-11) describe the flow design and the trading

scenario. This architecture enables pricing multiple stock options with various

strike prices in autonomic fashion. The contraclpricing information of particular

stock is updated continuously to the trader on the move by aid of floor-services

(exchanges) or brokers in time-to-time fashion. Once the clients get the option

price from the web server, he/she will utilize built-in wireless device's small

computing power to calculate healthy bids for various stocks in different sectors

and simultaneously choose favoured stock among them.

,-Exit Puintì"{"1
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(6)
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(7)

Screen 6 and 7: Alerts from the trading floor-services or brokers; and Active
stocks on the trading floor

Screen 8: Details of the contract and techniques available for pricing

(e)
Screen 9 and 10:

(10)
Response of the computed results from the web server
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6.3 Summary

In this Chapter, we reported results in aspects of computational techniques and

wireless trading scenarios such as PDA and J2ME-enabled mobile device. By

using these computational technique's results (risk-free-zone based on healthy

bids, speculated values, favoured stocks) with support of wireless framework a

client can accelerate decision-making process, remain in continuous touch with

the ever-changing market, and ensure higher returns on investments in option

trading.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future work

The software architecture WAMAN is service based application software for

individual investors, professional money managers, corporate accounting

departments, and others involved in pricing of derivative securities, or risk

management. WAMAN enables an active investor to price options in real-time

using various computational techniques in ubiquitous fashion. The purpose of this

study stems from the objective of enabling an investor to be in continuous touch

with the ever-changing market while on-the-go. Fundamental challenges to design

this autonomic software architecture for option trader are from three different

scientific domains: option trading, web mining, and mobile computing.

Conclusively, this study is a combination of e-commerce and e-finance with

modern mobile technology combined with Internet mining for successful trading

in self-managing way that would pave way for effective investment trading

towards higher profitability. Our objective in the current study is to enable

wireless trading strategies in an autonomic fashion and ensure portability for the



trader. We have experimented and validated the architecture on a PDA and on

J2ME-based mobile emulators, which are applicable for limited and broad range

of wireless range networks respectively.

As a value added service our architecture can also handle computation and

selection of best possible bid or healthy bid, when the battery and compute power

becomes larger in the hand-held devices. Also, for frugal investor our

architecture can select one or more best options on various underlying assets.

This study becomes a precursor to many activities that could be continued both

from the theoretical and practical aspects. In the technology side, there are now

various ways of trading such as e-coflrmerce, m-corrìrnerce, s-corrunerce (silent -
with embedded sensors monitoring the investors practices and making decision

for investment without the intervention of the investor), t-commerce (television -
business through television), u-commerce (ubiquitous), v-commerce (voice).

Most of these are done through w-conìmerce or wireless commerce. The

current thesis is one of the early studies that falls under the broad categories of

m-conilnerce and u-coûrmerce.

To make this architecture more effective our plan is to introduce parallel

computing of the various technique used to price options. This research is an

initial step towards autonomic computing in the options markets. Since user

intervention is required in three stages, the current study is not a fully self-
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managing system. In addition, we plan to introduce option sensitivities such as

delta, gamma, Yega, theta, and rho, which are widely used by active traders to

compute the exposures of portfolios that contain options. Each of these

sensitivities measures how the real time portfolios should respond to a change in

the underlying variable.
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